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DMX801 
Meets DMX512(1990) Protocol 

 
Preface 
Thanks for using LED touch controllers. Please do carefully read the product 

instruction and make sure that it is totally comprehended in case not to cause 

damages. Before opening the package, please check if products are damaged during 

transportation, if so, please don’t use them and inform of your supplier immediately.   

 

，After sales，  
We provide free repair or replacement services when the quality problems occurs only 

if this product is used correctly in accordance with the instruction with a year, except 

the following cases: 

1. Any defects caused by wrong operations. 

2. Any damages caused by unauthorized removal, repair, modifying circuit and 

incorrect connections. 

3. Any damages due to transportation and water after the purchase. 

4. Any damages caused by earthquake, fire, flood and other natural disasters. 

5. Any damages caused by negligence, inappropriate storing at high temperature and 

wet environment or near harmful chemicals. 

6. Product has been updated 

  

Warranty，  
1. Please don’t install this product in high temperature, intense magnetic and 

high-voltage fields. 

2. To reduce the risk of component damage and fire caused by short circuit, make 

sure correct connection 

3. Always be sure to mount this unit in an area that will allow proper ventilation to 

ensure a fitting temperature. 

4. Please check if the voltage and current match with this controller. 

5. Please don’t open the cover of this product or operate it if problems occur. 

The manual is only suitable for this model; any updated information will not be 
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informed. 

 

Brief Introduction 
DMX801 is a LED touch controller meeting DMX512 (1990) protocol, with stylish 

appearance and audible functions. Brightness adjustment is very easy to learn and 

use.  

Technical Specs: 

Item No.：DMX801 

Input Voltage： DC 12~24V  Control mode Touch panel 

Power 

consumption： 

1.4W Standby 

consumption： 

0.05W 

Case 

Material：： 

Armoured glass size： L120×W120×H24(m

m) 

Brightness 

Level：：  

16 level Operating 

Temperature：

-35℃－55℃ 

Features: 

1. Stylish and beautiful appearance. 

2. Easy and convenient operation, and can be set different models according to use’s 

requirements. 

3. Power and memory function, the information that user set before can still be 

preserved when unexpected power outages occur. 

 

Function Description 

 

Power-on：After connecting to the power supply, press the number button or 
the zone button to power-on. 
ZONE：Choose the separate controlling mode or scene mode, corresponding 
scene mode indicator lights will be lighten; 
OFF:  At separate controlling mode, click the off button to turn off the current 
channel. Press this button again will turn off the system. 
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Or double-press this button quickly to turn off the system. At scene mode, 
press this button will turn off the system. 
  ：Increase the current channel brightness at separate controlling mode. And 

increase the brightness of all effective channels at scene model. 
  ： Decrease the current channel brightness at separate controlling mode. And 

decrease the brightness of all effective channels at scene model. 
1~6：Used to select the current channel at separate controlling mode, at scene 
mode, they are used to select the current scene. 
 
Scene-setting method: press the zone button, meanwhile press the number 
button, 2 seconds later starts the scene setting mode, the corresponding 
indicator of the zone button will start flashing. The channels needed as well as 
the brightness of the channels can be controlled. Simply press the zone button 
for 2s after the completion of the scene setting, the scene setting will end, and 
the corresponding indicator of the zone button will stop flashing, the system 
will automatically save the data set by the user.  
 
Notes: 
1. All operations are with sound and visual feedback. 

 
ZONE button Correspond LED——Extinguished indicates that it is at a 
separate control mode, lit indicates that it is at scene controlling mode, 
flashing indicates that it is on the scene setting state. 
 
OFF button Correspond LED——Lit indicates that the system is turned 
off, the OFF button will not work at the scene setting ode. 
 
Brightness button Correspond LED——When touched this button will 
be lit, when the brightness is adjusted to the limit, the indicating light will 
turn off. 

  
Numbers button correspond LED——Used to indicate the currently 
adjusted channel at the separate controlling mode, the LED light turn on to 
indicate that the lamps of this channel is in use, if the LED is not lit, 
indicating that the brightness of all the lamps at this channel is zero. At 
scene controlling mode, LED lights turn on to indicate that the current 
scene number. And at scene setting mode, lights turn on to indicate that 
the channel has been used in the scene, vice versa, and the brightness of 
the lamps at this channel is zero.   
 

2. The setting data will be saved automatically. Adjusting the brightness at the 
scene mode, the setting data after the adjusting twill be saved by the system. 
 
3. Within 3 seconds when it powered on, the system enters the touch 
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calibration state. Do not touch the system panel, so as not to affect the 
sensitivity of the touch. 

 

Connection Description 

 
 

Installation Instructions 
Notes: The products are equipped with built-in 86 boxes. 
 
1. Unscrew the screws and install the 86 boxes into the walls. 
2. Locking the 86 boxes with screws firmly to the wall. 
3. Put the plastic shell of the glass touch panel to the corresponding wall shell   
and then tighten the screws. 
 

Solutions of Problems. 
Problems Cause Settle Solutions 

No light 1. No power; 

2. Wrong connection 

1. Check the power 

2. Check the problem, then 

power on again; 

3. Check the connection 

Touch panel not sensitive 1．Calibration not exact 1.Power On again for 

recalibration 

the level changes non-evenly  

with the voltage decreased. 

1. Output wire is too long 

2. Dimmer or power supply 

too much 

1. Reduce cables or use a 

cycle supply     

2. Add the signal amplifier 

DMX decoder no response 1. DMX signal wires are 

connected incorrectly 

1．Check DMX Signal 

connection 

 


